“ABHIGYATA”- Library Club

Presents Newsletter—ABHIVYAKTI

“MetaMorphosis”
“What the caterpillar calls the end of the world, the
master calls a Butterfly.”

- RICHARD BACH

FOREWORD

METAMORPHOSIS- A SYMBOL OF
CREATION AND CHANGE.
Life often poses many challenges at us when we least expect them,
leaving us confused and frustrated. At that critical point in life there always exists a silver lining that holds the key to unlock the door of freedom for all of us. The real problem arises when we out of ignorance or
fear or greed let this opportunity slip
out of our hands and are flooded with
avalanche of doubts and despair.
Start fresh. Start new. Start again. Do
something different. Change. With
any new start we inevitably must undergo a transition. In order to come into form, a butterfly develops through a
process called metamorphosis that has
four stages; each stage is fully dependent on the other. While change can at
times feel painful, if we don’t allow
ourselves to go through the all stages
of change, nothing will ultimately change. We will stay in the same
form. This inhibits us from flying. The only thing one have to remember is that he should be kind to himself during times of transition. Our
body is undergoing a new sensory experience.
This year’s newsletter will provide an insight on the various real life
HEROS, who in spite of facing various hardships in their life have
spread their wings and taken their flight. The newsletter is then followed by a short story (fiction), a paragraph on ABHIVAAD- Debate
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P.V. S I N D H U ( T H E B U T T ER F LY )
Pusarla Venkata Sindhu became the first Indian woman to win a silver medal
in the Olympics 2016. Spain's Carolina Marin beat her 21-19, 21-12, 21-15 at
the badminton final.

WHO IS P V SINDHU?

•She first made her mark in the badminton circles in 2013. She won her maiden grand
gold at the Malaysian Open, went on to win the first of her hat-trick of titles at the
Macau Open. The bigger reward in the form of Arjuna award was the icing on the cake

•She is the second-highest-ranked women’s singles player from India after Olympic br
medalist and No. 2 Saina Nehwal.

•With former volleyball players for parents — her father Ramanna is an Arjuna awarde
— it is only natural that sports had always been her calling.

•Inspired by her iconic mentor, Pullela Gopichand’s exploits on court, she started wiel
the racquet at the age of eight. She was awarded the FICCI Breakthrough Sportsperso
the Year in 2014 and NDTV Indian of the Year 2014, the year in which she won her sec
consecutive medal at the World Championships.
•In March 2015, P.V. Sindhu became the youngest recipient of the Padma Shri, India’s
fourth highest civilian honour.
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SAKSHI MALIK
Sakshi Malik was the one to acquire first medal of the 2016 Summer Olympics for the
country, whose athletic contingent has thus far flattered to deceive in Brazil, by capturing
the bronze medal in the 58-kg category of Women’s Freestyle Wrestling. After losing the
Quarterfinal to eventual finalist Koblova Zholobowa, Sakshi went on to win the Repêchage
against Mongolia’s Orkhon Purevdorj, and then Kyrgyzstan’s Aisuluu Tynybekova.
Sakshi Malik scripted history by becoming the first woman wrestler from India to bag an
Olympic medal and only fourth female athlete from the country to climb to the podium at
the biggest sporting event in the world. Overall, Sakshi has won India’s fifth wrestling medal in the Olympic Games. It is India’s 25th
medal in Olympic Games.
Who is Sakshi Malik?
Born on September 3, 1992, in Rohtak, Haryana, Sakshi Malik has her supportive parents,
Sudesh and Sukhbir, to thank for encouraging
her in her unusual career choice.
The 23-year-old from Mokhra village began
her training in wrestling as a 12-year-old under the guidance of Ishwar Dahiya at an akhara in the Chotu Ram stadium. Her grooming
was helped along by having to fight a lot of
boys, in a region where the sport was ‘not for
girls’. In fact, Dahiya faced protests from locals
when he took Sakshi under his wing. But with
passion and persistent efforts she finally made India proud.
The run-up to Rio
2010: By the age of 18, she had tasted victory at junior-level competitions. She won a
Bronze at the 2010 Junior World Championships in the 59-kg category.
2014: She first came to the international limelight after taking home the Gold at the Dave
Schultz International Wrestling Tournament (60-kg).
July-August 2014: Her professional international career began with a silver medal in the
2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow, courtesy two 4-0 bouts.
September 2014: She crashed out in the Quarterfinal at the World Wrestling Championships in Tashkent. But not before beating her Senegalese opponent 4-1 in the Round of 16.
May 2015: Then on to the Senior Asian Wrestling Championships in Doha, where she
won the Bronze.
July 2016: She won 60-kg Bronze at the Spanish Grand Prix.
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EFFORTS BY MODI GOVERNMENT
The person who came with a bang on 26th may 2014 having a record breaking majority
over other parties, Narendra Modi. He took a lot of initiatives till now and some of the
major initiatives which actually have an impact on the Indian economy areANDHAN YOJNA – The basic idea behind this was financial inclusion and providing insurance to poor sections of society. As per the latest information around Rs42504 crores lying in these accounts with 24% of accounts with no balance. This scheme is a success for
sure and can be expanded with little modifications.
LPG SUBSIDY – The “give it up” campaign requesting people with sufficient income to
leave subsidy for the needy was resulted in barring people with more than 10 lakh Rs per
annum income from the LPG subsidy by natural gas ministry of India. This initiative
showed true picture of Indians as around 11.3 million people gave up their LPG subsidy
voluntarily.
SMART CITIES – In simple language, the initiative to manage a city’s assets with the help
of latest technology. The assets include information systems, schools, libraries, transportation system, power plants, water supply networks, waste management, law enforcement and other services to make the city better to live and explore.
SWACH BHARAT ABHIYAAN – one of the major problems faced by India is cleanliness
making it less attractive to live and explore. The initiative was successful with people’s
participation including celebrities nominated by Modi. Though it can’t be measured in
numbers but the effect can be seen in some places and for sure we will be witnessing a
major impact as promised by pm.
BANKRUPTCY LAW – The law was passed in Loksabha on 5th may 2016 and certain provisions came into force in august 2016. It was basically the consolidation of the bankruptcy
and the insolvency law which was important according to the current scenario of growing non-performing assets.
YOGA DAY – June 21 is declared as the world’s yoga day and has set a record of most
number of people participating
in such an event. It is led by Narendra Modi.
REAL ESTATE REGULATION – To
make the real estate transactions more safe and secured the
regulation is passed. Any project
of more than 500 square feet
needs to be registered with RERA. Both residential and real estate transactions will be govPage 6

SHORT STORIES
(FICTION)

Meaningless Goals.
A farmer had a dog who used to sit by the roadside waiting
for vehicles to come around. As soon as one came he would run
down the road, barking and trying to overtake it. One day a
neighbor asked the farmer “Do you think your dog is ever going
to catch a car?” The farmer replied, “That is not what bothers me. What bothers me is what he would do if he ever
caught one.”
Many people in life behave like that dog who is pursuing meaningless goals.

EVERYONE HAS A STORY IN LIFE.
A 24 year old boy seeing out from the train’s window shouted…
“Dad, look the trees are going behind!”
Dad smiled and a young couple sitting nearby, looked at the 24 year
olds childish behaviour with pity,
suddenly he again exclaimed…
“Dad, look the clouds are running with us!”
The couple couldn’t resist and said to the old man…
“Why don’t you take your son to a good doctor?”
The old man smiled and said…
“I did and we are just coming from the hospital, my son was blind from
birth, he just got his eyes today.
Every single person on the planet has a story. Don’t judge people before you truly know them. The truth might surprise you.
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GENEROSITY
Mahatma Gandhi went from city to city, village to village collecting
funds for the Charkha Sangh. During one of his tours he addressed a
meeting in Orissa. After his speech a poor old woman got up. She was
bent with age, her hair was grey and her clothes were in tatters. The
volunteers tried to stop her, but she fought her way to the place where
Gandhiji was sitting. “I must see him,” she insisted and going up to
Gandhiji touched his feet. Then from the folds of her sari she brought
out a copper coin and placed it at his feet. Gandhiji picked up the copper coin and put it away carefully. The Charkha Sangh funds were under the charge of Jamnalal Bajaj. He asked Gandhiji for the coin but
Gandhiji refused. “I keep cheques worth thousands of rupees for the
Charkha Sangh,” Jamnalal Bajaj said laughingly “yet you won’t trust
me with a copper coin.” “This copper coin is worth much more than
those thousands,” Gandhiji said. “If a man has several lakhs and he
gives away a thousand or two, it doesn’t mean much. But this coin was
perhaps all that the poor woman possessed. She gave me all she had.
That was very generous of her. What a great sacrifice she made. That is
why I value this copper coin more than a crore of rupees.”
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ABHIVAAD– DEBATE COMPETITION
ABHIGYATA- Library Club of Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies organised a debate competition on the topic: SHOULD SAME SEX MARRIAGE BE LEGALISED ?
The competition followed PUBLIC FORUM format of debating which combines
aspects of both policy debate and Lincoln-Douglas debate. The competition received a healthy response from the student managers which made the event a
successful one.
The event was graced by Prof Mala Sane and Ms. Deepali More mam. All the
participants presented their point of view regarding the topic and were sensitive towards the topics. Every participant was well versed with the topic and
abide by the rules and format of the debate.
In the light of recent victories of the LGBT rights movement in the U.N. Petition
supported by almost 70 countries, including the entire E.U. and the United
States, and the decriminalization of homosexuality in India, it is time now to examine the next step towards granting this minority equal rights.
With only 7 countries and 6 states from the U.S. permitting same-sex marriage
and another 20 or so permitting civil unions, this issue is far from resolved.
Proposition believes marriage, not just civil partnerships, not just decriminalization, is a human right which is being denied to the LGBT community. Acknowledging that it is hard to expect many countries that criminalize LGBT behaviour,
some even as a capital offence, to make the huge leap towards legalizing same
sex marriage, but we believe this should be end goal in these countries.

Winners of ABHIVAAD – Debate Competition
First Prize – Maithili Patil
First Runner up - Raghabeshwar Ghosh
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POPULAR RELEASES OF 2016 AND BEST
SELLING BOOKS

The Team
Faculty Incharge– Ms Dipali More
Senior Coordinators
Kritika Singhal
Rakesh Tiwari
Shushank Parihar
Junior Coordinators
Deepali Baunthiyal

Priyanka Kumari
Rajdeep Gill

